List of corrections effected as advised by two examiners

1. Professional editing of the report to address spelling and grammatical errors
   - As recommended by both examiners (Examiner 1 & 2), services of a professional editor was sought to edit the report-(Check the attached CV)-corrections effected from the abstract, table of contents and the main research report, i.e. pages 1-74

2. Title of the study: Cover page
   - Title changed as advised

3. Introduction : page 5-7
   - Information about district hospitals in Vhembe- check paragraph 1.1.5
   - Information about legislative framework governing public hospitals – check paragraph 1.1.6

4. Use of terminology : page xii
   - Used standard acronyms and correct abbreviations

5. Literature review: page 7
   - Rearranged in accordance with the objectives of the study

6. Limitation of study: page 21
   - Limitation of study is part of 1.5

7. Methodology : page 23
   - Revisited and included inputs from examiner

8. Background about district hospitals: page 5
   - Information on brief background of the district hospital given

9. Findings: Chapter 3 –New chapter
   - A new chapter on findings

10. Discussion of findings: Chapter 4-New chapter
    - A new chapter on discussion of findings

11. Recommendations: Chapter 5, page 68
-In line with examiners inputs recommendations are linked with the main objectives of the study

12. Referencing
Updated information on referencing as advised

13. Annexure
-Removed annexure C-permission letter and D-Application for clearance
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